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The Nordic Investment Promotion Conference is the first Nordic 
conference for municipalities and regions on the future of investment 
promotion.

The theme of the Conference in 2021 was sustainability, approaching 
questions like; How can sustainability become the competitive advantage 
for the Nordics as a whole? How do the strategies and activities of 
each national investment promotion agency (IPA) underpin that theme? 
What success stories have we witnessed from small and medium sized 
municipalities and what can we learn from them? How will the IPAs navigate 
a post-pandemic investment landscape? How can the Nordic countries 
boost each other?

The Conference was attended by about 80 participants plus 12 speakers. 
By country, the breakdown of participants is approximately: 45% Sweden, 
15% Norway, 10% Finland, 8% Denmark, 8% Iceland, 5% Lithuania and the 
remaining 9% include Namibia, Canada, UK and the Netherlands.
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INTRODUCTION
This document aims to summarise 
the most important points made by 
the speakers at the Conference. The 
section “Our reflections” attempts 
to synthesise, draw conclusions and 
raise issues regarding the future.

The Nordic Investment Promotion 
Conference should be seen against 
the backdrop of environmental 
challenges that have become 
apparent during recent decades. 
Climate change in general and 
carbon emissions from specific 
activities and industries make 
headlines every day. A poignant 
metaphor comparing global warming 
to a baby left in a car on a hot, 
sunny day makes the point. In the 
metaphor, of course, the baby is the 
earth.

An international response to 
the environmental and societal 
challenges are the Sustainable 
Development Goals formulated 
by the United Nations, and the 
European Green Deal is another, 
aiming to make Europe the first 
carbon neutral continent by 2050. 
Already in 2009, Copenhagen 
committed to becoming the first 

carbon neutral capital by 2025, so 
there is a Nordic precursor and also 
the first speaker at the Conference 
(see Copenhagen’s case). 

In other words, there are objectives 
in place, but the challenge is to go 
from policy to action, from plan to 
execution. The Nordic Investment 
Promotion Conference is an attempt 
to illustrate what can be done to 
meet the environmental and societal 
challenges in our field of investment 
promotion. All seven cases 
presented at the Conference are 
practical business initiatives, enabled 
by technology and with systems 
characteristics. The latter means that 
the investments are not based on a 
single piece of high-tech equipment, 
but a complex mix of technologies 
that are interconnected. Typically, 
they also have a mix of stakeholders, 
both private and public. It makes 
sense, therefore, when addressing 
sustainability challenges, to ensure 
that every new project or future 
investment is sustainable. The 
investment promotion community 
has a critical role in analysing the 
impact of potential projects.
As municipalities and regions 

commit to sustainable plans and 
take actions it is important to 
consider that none of the projects 
will be perfect – there are no silver 
bullets – and will most likely give 
rise to future unforeseen challenges. 
Sharing experiences and insights, and 
collaborating on solutions ensures 
that we stay on a learning curve.

Finally, a consideration based on 
the investments presented at the 
Conference, that most sustainable 
initiatives seem to generate a 
number of opportunities in 
their wake; a technology 
is complemented by 
another technology, 
a by product of one 
business is considered 
valuable by another 
business, a solution 
to one challenge can 
be applied in another 
context. Success tends 
to breed success, and 
the Conference serves to 
highlight municpalities and 
regions which strive to build 
sustainable business ecosystems. 
The next step, of course, is that 
investors and businesses are 

attracted, wanting to thrive in 
these sustainable Nordic business 
ecosystems. 



OUR REFLECTIONS
Crisis as the beginning of 
something
A crisis can also imply an 
opportunity. When cities start 
questioning assumptions about 
themselves and start to actively 
shape their future, sustainability is a 
theme that creates momentum.
Examples: Skellefteå, Mariestad

Getting the deal is only the 
beginning
In the holistic Business Attraction 
Management model (BAM) the deal 
is followed by a phase of “Growth 
and Innovation”. We should stop 
using the term “after care” because 
the ready association is “after 
thought”.
Examples: Skellefteå, Pori, Mariestad

Importance of industrial 
heritage and know-how
Investments are often made in 
places where there is a tradition, 
local know-how, or other asset of 
importance to the industry being 
invested in. This is typically what 
makes Place Value Propositions 
credible.  
Examples: Pori, Mo i Rana

Sustainability in a systems 
perspective
All seven cases presented at the 
Conference are practical business 
initiatives, enabled by technology and 
with systems characteristics. The 
latter means that the investments 
are not based on a single piece 
of high-tech equipment, but a 
complex mix of technologies that 
are interconnected. Typically, they 
also have a mix of stakeholders, 
both private and public. It makes 
sense, therefore, when addressing 
sustainability challenges, to ensure 
that every new project or future 
investment is sustainable. The 
investment promotion community 
has a critical role in analysing 
the impact of potential projects, 
as in the case of Denmark and 
Copenhagen where screening 
and KPIs have been introduced. 
Furthermore, some projects connect 
different businesses, and connect 
their inputs and outputs – that is a 
Circular Economy.
Examples: Mariestad, Pori, Mo i Rana

Investment as a result of 
entrepreneurship and local 
innovation
By definition, Foreign Direct 

Investment (FDI) is not domestic. In 
the Nordics, with stable economies, 
functioning institutions and skilled 
workforces it is not a given that 
a foreign investment is somehow 
better than a domestic investment. 
In Sweden, both Northvolt and H2 
Green Steel are massive industrial 
projects initiated by Swedes. The 
Pecka’s Naturodlingar project in 
Härnösand is a local initiative with 
local entrepreneurs. It is safe to 
say that the region has mustered a 
business ecosystem.
Examples: Härnösand, Skellefteå

There is a sustainability learning 
curve
As municipalities and regions 
commit to sustainable plans and 
take actions it is important to 
consider that none of the projects 
will be perfect – there are no silver 
bullets – and will most likely give 
rise to future unforeseen challenges. 
Sharing experiences and insights and 
collaborating on solutions ensures 
that we stay on a learning curve.

Success breeds success
Many sustainable initiatives seem to 
generate a number of opportunities 
in their wake; a technology 

is complemented by another 
technology, a by product of one 
business is considered valuable by 
another business, a solution to one 
challenge can be applied in another 
context. In this way, municpalities 
and regions can strive to build 
sustainable business ecosystems. The 
next step, of course, is that investors 
and businesses are attracted, wanting 
to thrive in these sustainable Nordic 
business ecosystems.

Reflections regarding the role 
of national IPAs
• Sustainability is now a 

cornerstone of Nordic IPA 
strategies.

• The national IPAs have an 
international presence, which 
balance attracting investments 
with boosting exports.

• There is potential to make 
sustainability a common 
denominator for Nordic 
countries. With similar strengths 
(available space, stable economies, 
well-functioning institutions, green 
energy, efficient infrastructure 
including digital, qualified 
workforces etc.) there is a case 
to be made for more exerted 
messaging on a Nordic level. 

https://futureplaceleadership.com/toolboxes/business-attraction-management-for-cities-regions/
https://futureplaceleadership.com/toolboxes/business-attraction-management-for-cities-regions/


Conclusions 

The Nordic Investment 
Promotion Conference 
has illustrated how 
Nordic municipalities 
and regions have taken 
steps to move from 
plans to sustainable 
action.

The national IPAs have 
made sustainability a 
cornerstone of their 
strategies.

In terms of investment 
promotion messaging 
to international 
investors, sustainability 
is a common 
denominator, but the 
synergies have not yet 
been leveraged.
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SEVEN CASES: MUNICIPAL AND 
REGIONAL INVESTMENT PROJECTS AND 
INITIATIVES

Copenhagen Capacity has a 2021-2023 
strategy with 3 strategic priorities:

1. Supporting Copenhagen Metropolis 
in becoming a lever for sustainable 
growth in all of Denmark through 
our contribution: place branding, 
attraction of foreign direct 
investments and talent.

2. Accelerating our digitalisation path 
attracting Talent and FDIs.

3. Acting as a catalyst for 
Copenhagen’s mission to become 
“The First CO 2 Neutral Capital 
in the World” & ”The Most 

Sustainable Capital in the World”

According to Anette Steenberg, 
“sustainability needs to be part 
of all we do, and all we say in our 
communications”.

Does that mean that Copenhagen 
might turn down investments 
that don’t contribute to reaching 
the climate goals? Not yet, but 
the focus on proactively attracting 
investments that help with the climate 
transition is so strong, that indirectly 
Copenhagen says no to those that are 

not in line with 
the ambitions. 
And in the 
future, the 
focus will most 
likely shift to 
saying no. 

The 
sustainability 
ambitions have 
given rise to 

Anette Steenberg, Director of Investment Promotion
Copenhagen Capacity | Becoming the most sustainable capi-
tal of the world & what it means for investment promotion

Copenhagen’s characteristic hedonistic 
urban nature, and multifunctional 
urban design and architecture, making 
the city more sustainable and more 
attractive.

The carbon neutral goal has led 
to a need to screen new projects 
and investments. Copenhagen has 
implemented a screening tool and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI) regarding 
the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). This consists of:

1. Screening the FDI company: 
Performed by an Investment 
Manager. Initial phase: Due 
Diligence, company policies, KPIs, 
products services supporting SDGs

2. Evaluation of the Investment made:  
Performed by a Quality Assurance 
Manager. Analysis of how the FDI 
supports effect the SDG goals

3. KPI: Objective 2021: 25% of FDIs 
and 30% in 2022

Anja Palm, Head of Economic Development, Skellefteå | A 
success story: Northvolt – consequences of a sustainable in-
vestment and leveraging a growing reputation

In early 2010s Skellefteå was facing a 
make-or-break situation, fast forward 
10 years and the municipality’s 
direction could not be more different. 
From not even being considered in 
Northvolt’s site selection, Skellefteå 
eventually became the preferred choice 
for their plant location.

The deciding factors were: 
• Exceptional engagement, 

commitment and enthusiasm 
from stakeholders across the 
board - high level of engagement 
from public decision makers. 
Local inhabitants were extremely 
engaged and committed – they 
set up social media pages to 
showcase their hometown, and 
to welcome Northvolt to their 
region. Local companies would 
contact Northvolt, inviting them 



over, introducing potential partners 
among the local businesses. 

“We had great energy going into the 
process to attract the investment. 
Now the real challenge begins, and 
we need to maintain that level of 
energy for the next 10 years to help 
the investor and make the most of 
the investment for the municipality.” 

• Building genuine trust. The 
municipality managed to create 
a strong relationship of trust, 
exceeding expectations, going above 
and beyond, but still showing local 
character.

Building trust between the investor 
and the municipality staff is key. One 
way of doing that is to be fast 
and reliable: “if the investor 
set a deadline of receiving a 
piece of information on say 
a Friday, we would try to 
deliver it on the Wednesday.”

Challenges of a medium 
sized municipality landing a 
big investment.

• Housing - the Northvolt investment 
in the short rum requires that 5000 
new homes be built by 2025. 

• Staffing – currently the building 
industry is in focus, but mapping 
the different skills needed once 
the factory is built is a challenge. 
Attracting and relocating staff will 
be the next challenge.

Leveraging the investment
The investment has brought the 
stakeholders together to focus on 
research and education for the green 
industry of the future. This is a way to 
ensure that Skellefteå has access to the 
competencies and talents needed in 
the future.

Jouko Hautamäki, Director Economic Development and 
Growth Department, Pori | Enabled by investment, Pori 
enters the circular economy by recovering metals from by-
products

Early but promising days
In 2020, the company Critical Metals 

and its partner Neometals began a site 
search for its vanadium recovery plant. 

With 99% of all public services online, 
Estonia is in a favourable position to 
use digitalisation to attract sustainable 
investments. E-tax has been around 
since 2000, hence it is easy to start a 
company online and tax formalities are 

highly automated, for example. Some 
of the e-services are also accessible to 
the world through the e-residency. 

Some lessons learned:

Christa Torm, Director Sweden, Estonian Investment Agen-
cy | Sustainability through digitalisation and its role in in-
vestment promotion – sustainability through digitalisation

The idea was to recover vanadium 
from the steel slag from SSAB steel 
factories in Sweden and Finland. The 
production consists of “urban mining” 
i.e. no mining or extraction of virgin 
raw materials required.

Once the site was selected, the 
real work began to execute on the 
investment project.

The circular economy
Urban mining, using by products as 
input to a production process is an 
excellent example of circular economy 
whereby products from one 
business becomes a valuable 
input to another business. 
Furthermore, the process 
is carbon negative, and the 
water circulation is closed.

Local assets and history 
matter
Pori has been able to 

leverage its industrial heritage and 
know-how to provide an ideal site for 
“urban mining”, recovering metals, 
including vanadium, from steel slag. 
Without this initiative the steel slag is 
considered waste i.e. a problem.

The Pori case is also a good illustration 
of how the national IPA Business 
Finland and a municipality can 
collaborate; attracting an international 
investor, providing alternative sites, and 
being able to recommend a location 
which meets the criteria.



1. How to enable digitalisation 
for investment promotion? KISS 
– keep it short and simple. Avoid 
initial large-scale projects, because if 
you fail, you fail hard. It is better to 
test with small-scale local projects 
and when you see that they are 
successful, you can scale them up. 

2. The key four learnings for 
agility are, besides KISS

• Transparency 
• Shared platforms 
• Delivery matters 
• Be bold. 

3. Digitalisation and digital 
transformation play a huge part 
in leading sustainability in the form 
of transforming processes, for 
example. 

4. Reuse and recycle existing 
smart solutions. Estonia took 
lots of inspiration from the Nordic 
countries and improved on them 
and implemented. 

5. Digitalisation is not just 
a project, it is an ongoing 
process. 

6. Design matters: Think about your 
citizens as customers – and be sure 
to design services in a user-friendly 
way so that people will want to use 
them.    

Estonia currently focuses on promoting 
investments into the energy system. 

Estonia has a 100% roll-out of smart 
meters and a unique experience 
in making the energy system more 
efficient through digital solutions. At 
the same time the country has a green 
transition challenge ahead, since part 
of the electricity production comes 
from oil shale resources in the eastern 
part of the country. Invest Estonia is 
inviting international companies to help 
Estonia transform its energy system. 
Examples include a planned offshore 
wind park in the Baltic Sea. 

Challenges to sustainability:
• In many cases red tape, regulations, 

legislation and the differences 
between public vs private ways of 
operating were called out as the 
biggest roadblocks for speedier 
progress in sustainability. Estonia 
is a great example of the ability to 
prioritise the removal or minimising 
the effects of these issues through 
their ‘E-Estonia, Digital Society’ 
initiative. Also, by empowering 
public and private agents to 
collaborate in the most efficient 
manner. 

• Digital leadership is key to drive a 
digital transformation that enables 
sustainability. Innovative and 
visionary policymakers have been 
a key success factor for Estonia. In 
addition, education is a focus area. 
Estonia invests in education to be 
able to maintain a leading position in 
digitalisation. 

• The importance of legislation which 
supports the ability to innovate was 

Jonas Johansson, Head of Business Development, Mariestad 
municipality, Mariestad | A success story: ElectriVillage – 
how we did it and what happens next? 

Mariestad began a strategic dialogue 
with its business community which 
resulted in an effort to make 
sustainability a focus of its economic 
development already in 2014. 

Actions with an impact on the climate 
goals were prioritised. The philosophy 
behind this was: societal change 
will always lead to new business 
opportunities. The municipality set the 
ambition to attract new professions, 
as well as “technical tourists”, who 
are willing to relocate or interested 
in learning about Mariestad’s 
development.
 
Key points: 

• Early projects included electrical 
vehicles, since Mariestad was a test 
bed for road bound charging and 
logistics-hub solutions, as well as 
biogas and liquid biogas solutions.

• The crown jewel is the first solar 
powered hydrogen refuelling station 
in the world. 

• Holistic and systems thinking is key 
to understanding which solutions 
will be needed in the future, and for 
connecting businesses, research and 
public sector in common projects. 
The ElectriVillage effort includes 
different but coordinated solutions 
within seemingly diverse areas such 
as hydrogen carpools, education, 
construction, agriculture, tourism 

stressed, which makes Estonia a good testbed for new solutions, like self-
driving vehicles.    



Bengt Högberg, Senior Investment Advisor,
Härnösand | Future of food production – entrepreneurs driv-
ing investment

In addition to highlighting the great 
initiative Peckas Naturodlingar, a 
closed-loop eco-system for fish farming 
and vegetable cultivation, Bengt 
described the process of engaging 
local entrepreneurs to rally behind a 
common goal. 

In 2013 when Mid-Sweden University 
decided to leave Härnösand, the 

ftown faced a crisis. In response, 
Development strategist Anneli 
Kuusisto kick-started The Future of 
Härnösand initiative, which engaged 
local entrepreneurs to rally behind a 
common goal.

One of the projects to come 
out of the initiative was Peckas 
Naturordlingar, and the closed loop 

application processes, roads and 
plots, buildings

• Mo Industrial park has created a 
one-stop-shop for all the above

The park developed a new strategy 
in 2015 called “MIP Sustainability”, 
in order to remain competitive and 
attractive for investment. The three 
pillars of the strategy are energy 
efficiency, circular economy and 
reduction in emissions. Since then, 30 
different improvement projects have 
been initiated – all focusing 
on how to make the park a 
world-class green industrial 
park. 

There has been an exerted 
effort to understand how 
the park can attract new 
industries that benefits 
from the synergies of the 
existing systems of the 

park, by supplying surplus material or 
using surplus material from existing 
producers in the park as input. 

One focus area has been CCU, carbon 
capture and utilisation. This technology 
can not only reduce emissions but 
also create new green jobs. The first 
step has been to map the emissions 
of all companies in the entire region 
surrounding the park, the Nordland 
county. 

“Sustainability IS the business plan 
of Mo Industrial Park”, not a CSR 
gimmick or greenwashing the industry. 
They begin every development process 
with an analysis of what their industrial 
customers need. Power, large plots and 
pricing are typical needs demonstrated 
by the customers.

Needs of industrial customers:
• Green industrial solutions, energy 

recovery and circular economy.

• Resource optimization
• Support from local and national 

authorities, including financial tools 
for risk mitigation

• Access to large amounts of green 
energy

• Large brownfield plots – Plug and 
Play

• Industrial competence and 
responsiveness from all suppliers 
such as power and grid, process 
water and sewage, formal 

and housing, that together make up 
an entire system.  

• A future field of investment is 
circular agriculture solutions.   

• Things may take time, especially 
in the public sector, but with a 
clear vision and persistence any 
municipality has the potential 
to ‘turn climate challenges to 

opportunities’.

Success factors for ElectriVillage:

1. Cooperation between local 
and global companies, 
and cooperation with the 
municipality, both policymakers 
and civil servants 

2. A holistic approach based on 
systems thinking

3. Combining visions with science
4. And, most importantly, courage, 

determination and leadership

A key take-away of ElectriVillage is 
the solar-hydrogen-electricity chain. It 
gives rise to a host of opportunities 
and applications; renewable fuel for 
vehicles, powering commuter trains 
and industrial processes, and even off 
grid preschools (how cool is that!).  

Jan I. Gabor, EVP Property development, Mo Industripark 
AS, Northern Norway | Mo Industripark – sustainability IS 
the business plan

https://lnkd.in/dypXmzY


eco-system concept, which has great 
potential for export. 

There were obstacles, however, to 
simply taking a successful concept and 
scaling it and spreading it to other 
municipalities and to the international 
market:

• Lack of funding 
• Regulations & red tape hampering 

start-ups 
• Lack of talent in a small city 
• The initial financial challenge was 

met by traditional bank loans, 
regional incentives, research support 
and crowdfunding from 1800 local 
investors. The third expansion of 
the plant is completed making it a 
total of 12 000 square meters. The 
process is automated and machine 
learning/AI is used to optimise 
growing conditions for fish and 
tomatoes alike. 

The original circular aquaponic 
cultivation is successful, combining 
ocean fish farm with cultivation of 
tomatoes and other vegetables. The 

operations have attracted research 
projects with Chalmers and Mid-
Sweden University and High Coast 
Invest are focusing on international 
foodtech investors – the North 
Sweden Foodtech Arena is making 
waves. 



The Danish strategy for attracting 
foreign investments 2020-2023 consists 
of three strategic priorities:
• Increasing productivity and 

innovation in the Danish business 
sector

• Supporting and accelerating the 
green transition 

• Promoting growth and development 
across Denmark

This will be accomplished by 
concentrating on Invest in Denmark’s 
focus areas:
• Green Technologies
• Digital Technologies
• Life Sciences
• Food

A possible challenge is tunnel-vision 
and Klaus asks the question “Do 
we risk neglecting target sectors 
and investments cases which are 
not green?” Likewise, “Do we risk 
neglecting parts of Denmark where 
potential for green investments is 

less significant?” 

Introduction of evaluation tool
Invest in Denmark (IDK) has pioneered 
a new sustainability evaluation tool 
and KPI launched in January, 2021. 
Whereas the tool was developed 
in collaboration with EY, evaluation 
is done by IDK. In addition to the 
evaluation tool, IDK have provided 
investment managers with an initial 
screening tool, that can help identify 
companies, which are most likely to 
make sustainable investments and help 
identify relevant value propositions.

Targets:
• In 2021, Invest in Denmark aim 

for 25% of investment projects to 
qualify as sustainable. In

• 2022, this will increase to 30%. 
This new sustainability target will 
supplement our overall IP-target 
and HQP-target

Green Foreign Policy – tquoting Jeppe 

Klaus Werner, Deputy Director, Invest in Denmark | Going 
green in Investment Promotion – the Danish Perspective

FOUR NATIONAL INVESTMENT 
PROMOTION AGENCIES: NATIONAL 
AND NORDIC PERSPECTIVE 

Markku Kivistö, Head Of Industry, Cleantech, Invest In 
Business Finland | Finland’s strategy in investment promo-
tion through sustainable initiatives

Kofod, Foreign Minister of Denmark
“The strategy contributes 
to Denmark’s green 
foreign policy. We will 
strengthen our focus on 
investment projects that 
contribute to solving our 
– and the global – climate 
challenges.”

Business Finland’s strategy for 2025 
states that “we generate prosperity 
for Finland by accelerating our 
customers’ sustainable growth 
globally”, and with a Vision to “excel 
at developing and refining the best 
of Finland’s potential and matching 
it with global opportunities. We 
create world-class success stories.”

The strategic priorities
Being a value-adding and productive 
partner for Business Finland’s 
customers; strong and productive 
actor in society, change agent 
for sustainable business, best 
workplace for leading edge expertise, 
operationally excellent and agile 
organisation.



Invest in Norway sees several 
industries with sustainable investment 
potential:
• Battery production
• New materials
• Hydrogen/Ammonia solutions
• CCUS (Carbon Capture, Utilisation 

& Storage)
• Offshore wind
• Renewable energy production
• On shore fish farming

Examples of sustainability 
challenges for Norway
1. The extraction and exports of gas 

and crude oil, even if limited in 
global terms. The industry employs 
225 000 people and is an important 
economic factor. Fish cultivation has 
also been an issue, with pollution, 
escapes, disease, use of land and 
sea. But like oil and gas, it is an 
industry of national importance.

2. At the same time, the measures 
taken have boosted Norwegian fish 
producers to a top spot among 
sustainable food rankings. There 
could be more potential in on shore 
fish farming.

Per Stensland, Special advisor, Invest in Norway | Leading 
sustainability as an oil country 

The focus is:
• Economic growth
• Sustainability
• Competitiveness

Sustainable investments, especially 
those which relate to the circular 
economy, require a systems view of 
the business ecosystem. Business 
Finland played a critical role in the Pori 

Vanadium recovery plant investment 
by understanding the input and output 
requirements of the operations. A 
similar logic is applied to batteries 
and cells. The input resources can 
be sources from a combination of 
recycled and primary materials. The 
solution prescribes systems and 
logistics for reuse and recycling.

Business Sweden has identified 
seven business ecosystems that are 
prioritised for growing Investments and 
Exports, drive International Innovation 
and Sustainability in prioritised world 
markets:
• Smart Energy
• Smart Transportation
• Smart Industry
• New Materials

• Creative industries and food
• Life Sciences
• Digital Technologies

Business Sweden initiates promotional 
programs and projects which aim to 
link Regional clusters of large, midcap 
and SME companies, institutions, 
regional projects, science parks and 
industry associations with business 

Anna Hammarberg, Investment Cooperation Manager, Busi-
ness Sweden | Sweden’s strategy in investment promotion 
through sustainable initiatives 

3. Strategy of electrification & CCS 
Norway has a surplus of renewable 
energy and the power surplus in 
Norway is increasing. The price 
of electricity (including grid fees, 
taxes etc.) are very competitive for 
businesses. Electrification, therefore, 
is a key strategy – used for industrial 
processes, mobility on land & at sea.

Investment & competence
Invest in Norway recognizes that, 
historically, it has relied on foreign 

competence, technology and capital for 
new industries in Norway. And in the 
future?

Sustainability provides an 
opportunity to attract new 
investors, and it is possible that the 
technological know-how acquired in 
established Norwegian industries – 
energy, offshore, fish farming etc. – can 
be applied several of the emerging 
sustainable industries. 
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opportunities in world markets.

Long term objectives
• To attract the right foreign 

companies to invest and expand in 
Swedish regional

• Clusters and to To retain 
manufacturing companies and their 
operations in Sweden.

Other objectives include:
• Get SMEs to grow in and beyond 

Europe
• Connect innovative start ups/scale 

ups to global innovation hot spots
• Support leading companies to win 

the largest international deals
• Connect Swedish research and 

innovation to international 
innovation initiatives

Key questions which also 

represent business opportunities:
• Which countries and sectors 

contribute the highest levels of 
CO2 emissions?

• Which foreign companies, solutions 
and expertise can address the 
identified challenges in Sweden?

• Which Swedish solutions can 
address the identified climate 
challenges?

• What challenges is Sweden facing 
to become fossil free by 2045 and 
which solutions are needed to 
address these and speed up the 
green transition?
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